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Corporate go, emance is increasingly being , ie,,ed as es:;ential to sound business practice The recommendatil>nS oi the 
Cadbul) Committee in the United Kingdom ,, 1th resp.:ct to the role l'i a chairman are similar to tht.':'< later fi.)fffiulated in 
the King Report on Corporate GO\emance in South .-\frica In the present stud~ the pen:e1,ed qualities of ·good· ch:unnen 
are imest1gah:d among chairmen. chief e,ecuti,es and main board members m the l"K and South _-\fnca In t>..,th the l"K 
and in South Africa the same robust methodolog~ \\35 useJ. enabling an 1mer--,;l,unt1: cvmpans..,n l•iresuits The L Jo... stud~ 
comprised 60 in-depth intenie,,s folllmed t,~ a mailing l)i .JW --1ues,1,1nn.ures k> \\h1,h 11- mam-r,•arJ members re
spon,k.1 !"he South .-\fn.:an stud~ comprised 15 in-depth ,men 1e,,s folk",eJ b~ a matlmg ,,i 2-l I 8 --iue,u,,nnam:s w ,, hi.:h 
27-l main-board members responded. In both cases. in the ,mah sis. four-factl,r and four--.:luster x'lu11ons emerged '\N sur
pri,ingl~. !he results lex the t\\O countries are quite different from each other and different profiles of pre!~ chairmen 
,,ae round. In the case of the L"K. the most preierred protile supports the e,ecution of roles recommended for g°'--,J go,-
crnance ,, hile in South Africa. the least preferred profile appears to be the most appropriate. - -
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Introduction 

In a quest to safeguard the interests of stakeholders. in 
general. and shareholders. in particular. the issue of corporate 
governance has increasingly emerged as a prominent issue in 
business. This awareness stimulated the formulation. in the 
UK. of the Cadbul) ( 1992) and Greenbury ( 1995) Reports 
and the subsequent review of adherence to recommended 
codes of practice by the Hampel Report ( 1998). Cony on 
( 1994) notes that the overall picture that emerges in L' K 
companies is one of radical change in governance innovation 
between 1988 and 1993 and Conyon & Mallin ( 1997) later 
report a high level of compliance with the recommendations 
furnished in the Cadbury Report ( 1992). In a similar vein. the 
King Report ( 1994) and related codes of practice were 
formulated in South Africa. Subsequent research (Ronan. 
1996; Rossouw, 1997) has endeavoured to highlight some 
specific issues of corporate governance in relation to the 
particular South African environment, such as employee 
participation, affirmative action programmes and work ethic. 

The Institute of Directors ( 1995) proposes four dilemmas 

that directors of boards face: 

- Being simultaneously entrepreneurial \\ hilst exercising 

prudent control: 

- Being knowledgeable about operations whilst retaining an 

objective. long-term view: 

- Being sensitive to short-term pressures yet being inforn1ed 

about external trends; and 

- Being focused on commercial needs whilst acting respon

sibly towards stakeholders. 

The role and the qualities of the chairman will determine 
the success with which the board deals with these dilemmas. 

Literature review 

An international perspective on corporate governance 

The importance of corporate go,ernance. internationally. in 
both the pri,ate business sector and in state-owned enter

prises. is noted in the guidelines documented by the Com
mom,ealth Association for Corporate Governance tCACGl 
( 1999). In this report. it is stated that 

·the fact is that good corporate go,..ernance practices 

are now becoming a necessity for eve~ count~ and 
business enterprise. and are no longer restricted to the 
activities of public-listed corporations in ad, anced 
industrial economies· (CACG. 1999: I). 

In addition to the legalistic connotations of the Cadbu~ 
( 1992) and King ( 1994) Reports. a subst.mti, e amount of aca

demic research on corporate governance. in general. has been 
undertaken in the past two decades (Fidler. 1981: Herman. 

1981: Dalton & Kesner. 1987: Kosnik. 1987: Stewart. 1991; 
Demb &: ~eubauer. 1992: Coulson-Thomas. 1993; Lseem. 

1993: Charkham. 1994: Blair. 1995: Boyd. 1995: Daily &: 
Dalton. 1995; Dulewicz. Macmillan&: Herbert. 1995: Jack

son &: Carter. 1995: Penigrew &: McI\ulty. 1995: Starkey. 

1995: Westphal & Zajac. 1995: Shleifer &: Vishney. 1997: 
Clarke. I 998: Conger. Finegold &: Lawler. 1998: Vinten. 

1998). 
Rechner &: Dalton () 991) and Mallene &: Fowler ( J 992) 

have demonstrated the impact on board performance of board 
leadership structure and Clarke t 1998: 119) notes that in the 
longer term ·only sound leadership and governance can a,oid 
unnecessa~ decline and collapse (ofa company r. Similarly. 

Conger et al state that 
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'while no one can yet show a direct link between a 
board's effectiveness and its company's profits, few 
would be likely to disagree that improved board per
formance translates into better corporate governance' 
(1998: 138). 

In stressing the importance of corporate governance, Herman 
(1981 ), Matter & Ball (1985) and Waldo (1985) highlight the 
role of the board in counselling, evaluating and controlling 
company management. The CACG Report (1999) notes that 
corporate governance is essentially about leadership for 
efficiency and for probity, and that such leadership should be 
undertaken responsibly in a manner that is transparent and 
accountable. 

Besides ensuring organisational effectiveness and effi
ciency, Garratt ( 1996) and the CACG Report ( 1999) note that 
performance and conformance are key roles of the board. Per
formance relates to a focus on the external environments 
while conformance is 'the internal focus of the board on its 
performance to pre-set of accountability to its stakeholders; 
and to its business performance through its people' (Garratt, 
1996: 10). 

Shareholder versus stakeholder focus in corporate gov
ernance 

Starkey ( 1995) notes how research into corporate governance 
has been dominated. in the past, by legal, economic and 
financial issues and Daily & Dalton (1995) maintain that, 
historically, corporate performance indicators have concerned 
accounting and shareholder returns only. Increasingly, how
ever, attention is being focused on the issue of stewardship, or 
as earlier stated by Mintzberg ( 1984) and later by Blair 
(1995), the questioning of who shou Id control the company, 
how it should be controlled and what goals it should be 
pursuing. The issue of such control, Pettigrew & McNulty 
(1995) believe, is fundamentally linked to an awareness of 
who should be represented in decision-making at board level. 
Accordingly, the accountability of the board to shareholders 
only has been questioned (Blair, 1995; Clarke, 1998) in 
favour of the extension of such inclusion to all significant 
stakeholders. The focus of accountability to shareholders 
alone cannot, according to Clarke, 

'persist much longer in a commercial world where 
every practicing manager knows survival depends on 
winning and pleasing customers; on having a versatile, 
willing and capable workforce; on forging partner
ships with suppliers; and on maintaining credibility in 
the wider community' (1998: 121). 

Rather, governance should be broadened to include multiple 
interest (Starkey, 1995), dynamic network structures (Miles & 
Snow, 1986) and strategic alliances (Jarillo, 1998), including 
relationships with customers and employees (Coulson
Thomas, 1994), the general public, politicians, institutional 
fund managers, listings directors, directors' and officers' li
ability insurers and directors themselves (Garratt, 1998). This 
point is reinforced by the CACG Report in which it is stated 
that 

'good corporate governance requires that the board 
must govern the corporation with integrity and enter
prise in a manner which entrenches and enhances the 
licence it has to operate. This licence ... embraces the 
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corporation's interaction with its shareholders and 
other stakeholders such as the communities in which it 
operates, bankers and other suppliers of finances and 
credit, customers, the media, public opinion-makers 
and pressure groups' (1999: 6). 

In strengthening the expanded focus of corporate govern-
ance to stakeholders, Pettigrew & McNulty note: 

'There is now ample evidence from organizations of 
many different kinds, in many societies, that the power 
and influence of senior decision holders is contained 
by the countervailing influence of others inside and 
outside their own organizations, as well as by rules, 
traditions, and other institutional arrangements' (I 995: 
848). 

In summary, in the CACG Report it is noted that 
•while the board is accountable to the owners of the 
corporation (shareholders) for achieving the corporate 
objectives, its conduct in regard to factors such as 
business ethics and the environment for example may 
have an impact on legitimate societal interests (stake
holders) and thereby influence the reputation and 
long-term interests of the business enterprise' ( 1999: 
6). 

This Report articulates 15 principles to which the members of 
boards should comply to ensure effective corporate govern
ance. 

Structure of the board 

Garratt ( 1996) identifies four board structures that are typic
ally found around the world. 

Non-executive board 

Such a board comprises notionally independent non
executive directors who decide policy and strategy that is 
then delegated to the chief executive for implementation. The 
chief executive wields enormous power in controlling the 
information flowing to and from the board. This has the 
potential for corruption. Such board structures are common 
the USA, New Zealand and among public and semi-public 
service boards. 

Executive board 

The structure of this board allows for the dominance of the 
chief executive who may often also adopt the role of the 
chairman. This structure is characterised by a lack of diversity 
and a cloning of membership is common. The influence of 
independent external directors is lacking. This is the most 
common board structure and is often found in owner-director 
and family business. 

Two-tier hoard 

This comprises an upper (supervisory) board that deals with 
strategic issues and lower ( operational) board that represents 
the different interest groups of the organisation. The separate
ness of the boards can prove problematic and allow political 
issues to dominate. Both boards can lose sight of working 
towards a common goal. This structure is commonly found in 
Germany, France and the Netherlands and has been proposed 
as a model for board in the European Union. 
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Unitary board 

This structure represents the traditional Anglo-Saxon model. 
This board is led by the chief executive and the functional 
executive directors who are responsible for the operations of 
the business. Independent non-executive directors formulate 
policy. ensure accountability and provide debate and con
structive criticism of the chief executive's performance. Such 
independent directors. led by the chairman. ensure both con
formance and performance of the board in the interests of 
shareholders and other stakeholders. 

Competencies of directors 

Coulson-Thomas ( 1994) identifies the folio\\ ing di, erse attri
butes and qualities of directors: integrity. wisdom. authori~. 
judgement. leadership. courage. independence. a positi,·e out
look, tact. diplomacy. awareness of business environment. a 
sense of accountability to stakeholders, vision. strategic per
spective. business acumen. knowledge of rele,ant legal and 
financial issues. an understanding of board functions. man
agement skills, contextual experience and ethical awareness 
He further adds: 

• A competent director needs to be a team player whose 
attributes C0mplement the qualities of the existing 
members of the boardroom team· (Coulson-Thomas. 

1994: 35). 

Garratt ( 1996) identifies seven development needs for di

rectors: 

- Independence of thought and action; 

Capacity to be responsible yet detached; 

Ability to take an holistic view of issues: 

A portfolio of thinking styles to cope with the diversity of 
board issues: 

Ability to reflect and debate issues; 

Ability to link policy and strategic thinking with imple
mentation; 

- Ability to time-budget for direction-giving as distinct 

from managing. 
Both Coulson-Thomas ( 1994) and Garratt ( 1996) concur 

that directors appear to receive little formal training for their 

boardroom roles. 

Cadbury and King Reports 

The chairman of the board has the major responsibili~ for 
ensuring the competence of individual board members and 
that the board as a whole is effective (Coulson-Thomas. 
1994). Coulson-Thomas (1994) further notes how. in this 
role. the chairman has a direct influence on anitudes and 
behaviours that impact on corporate performance. 

The role of a chairman. as outlined by the Cadbury ( 1992) 

and King ( 1994) Reports. include: 
- Ensuring that the board is balanced in terms of company 

strategy and structure; 
- Ensuring the implementation of strategy by executive 

management: 
- Ensuring financial and operational systems of control: 

- Ensuring the ethical operation of the company: 

- Selecting the chief executive. advising on the appointment 
of senior executives. succession planning and other com

pany benefits: 

- Taking an objecti,e ,;c""· of the day·-to-day running of the 
business: 

- lnf<.'mling board members to ensure quality decision-mak
ing: 

- Ensuring the full participation by executi,e and non-exec
uti,·e directors in corporate go,·emance 

It is interesting to note that the Cad~ and King Reports 
focus upon the roles that a chairman should perforr.t. rather 
than the q11al11ies of the person. 

In both the Cadbury ( 1992) and King ( I Q9.t) Reports and in 
related research. the role of the chairman and especially the 
delineation of roles between the chairman and the chief exec
uti,·e. has emerged as a key issue in go,·emance l Weiden
baum. IQ86: Patton & Baker. 1987: Lorsch. 1989: \1orclc. 
Shleifer & Vishny. 1989: Dobrzynski. 1991: Mallette &: 
Fowler. 1992). Clarice ( 1998) notes how a recent l'K study re
veals that the proportion of companies with combined chair
man and chief executive has fallen from J"'."_go, in 1993 to 
I 1.ie o in 1996. Argenti ( 1976) identifies that a combined 
chairman and chief executi,·e is one of the symptoms of cor
porate collapse Concern has been expressed in South Africa 
with regard to the tendency for companies listing abroad to 
appoint the same person to position of chairman and chief ex
ecuti\·e (Southey. 1999). 

Aims of the study 
The aims of the present study were. in the light of the Cad
buf)· ( 199:!) and King ( 1994) Reports. to: 
- Identify the percei,ed qualities of a ·good" chairman in 

both the UK and in South Africa: 
- Identify the underlying constructs that differentiate such 

perceptions: 
- Identify differing categories of perceived ·good" chair

man: 
- Contrast the UK and South African findings: and 
- Highlight the implications of the qualities of chairmen for 

corporate governance in South Africa. 

Methodology 

This research was originally conceived by Michael Knight of 
the Corporate Consulting Group in London. The first author 
conducted the anal~ sis of the data and was imolved in the 
interpretation of the results. The South African study was 
conducted under the auspices of Woodburn Mann. the Wits 
Business School and the Institute of Directors in Johannes
burg. Both authors were involved in all aspects of the South 

African study. 
A two-phased research approach was adopted in both the 

UK and in South Africa. In the first phase. a repertory grid 
technique (Kelly. 1955: Fransella & Bannister. 1977) was 
used whereby interviewees were required to describe the con
trasting qualities of ·good" chairmen. The advantage of using 
the repertory grid technique is that constructs can be phrased 
using the ·Janguage· of the respondents. The emerging con
structs formed the basis of a self-completion questionnaire 
where respondents were asked to rate the items using a fr<
point bi-polar Stapel scale Multivariate techniques were used 
to analyse the data. Correspondence analysis was used to re
scale the data from ordinal to interval values (Bendixen & 
Sandler. 1 QQ5 ). The rescaled data was subjected to principal 
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Table 1 Instrument design and sample composition 

United Kingdom study 

60 In-depth interviews among chairmen and chief executives of listed 

companies 

36 contrasting statements emerged for use in the questionnaire 

400 self-completion questionnaires mailed to main board members of large 

UK listed companies 

117 useable responses received (29%) 

component factor analysis to extract the underlying differenti
ating themes that describe a 'good' chairman. The factor 
scores were then subjected to k-means cluster analysis in or
der to categorise respondents into groups having similar per
ceptions of what constitutes a 'good' chairman. 

The research process and sampling are summarised in Ta
ble I. 

In the UK study ( conducted in 1996), 60 in-depth inter
views formed the basis of the constructs that were used in the 
compilation of the self-completion questionnaire. These con
structs were supplemented by a further 15 in-depth interviews 
in South Africa ( conducted in 1998) to establish relevance 
and to capture differences germane to that environment. 

As is evident from Table I, a 29% response rate was 
achieved in the UK study, mainly as a result of significant fol
low up by the researchers. The South African response rate, 
while more modest, was unsolicited and well within accepta
ble norms (Leedy, 1997). 

Limitations of the study 
It should be noted that in the South African study, English 
was the language medium used which could have been the 
second or third language of some of the respondents despite it 
being the dominant language of business in the country. Ac
cordingly, the possibility of misunderstanding of terminology 
could be present, although, given the nature of the sample 
(chairmen, chief executives and main board members), it is 
unlikely that this constituted a major limitation. 

As with all postal surveys, there may be some unmeasurea
ble bias in the responses in that certam respondents have a 
greater predisposition to respond than others. 

The responses as to what constitutes a 'good' chairman 
were elicited from main board members only and primarily 
from such members of large corporations. The study did not 
elicit responses from broader stakeholder groupings nor from 
board members of smaller companies. Accordingly, the re
sults of the present study reflect opinions only of the identi-

Table 2 Contrasting poles of the UK factors 
Visionary 
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South African study 

15 In-depth interviews among chairmen and chief executives of companies -

41 contrasting statements emerged for use in the questionnaire 

2418 self-completion questionnaires mailed to main board members ofleading 
South African companies 

274 useable responses received ( 11 % ) 

tied sample and, while such board members, arguably, 
constitute a major component of'business UK' and 'business 
South Africa', different results could have emerged had the 
study been broader in focus. 

Due to the confidential nature of the study, respondents 
were not requested to identify their race or gender. Awareness 
of such details would have enriched the analysis of the find
ings. 

The findings of the study have not been linked to the roles 
and embedded psychological and behavioural attributes of 
ideal chairmen. Ideally, a study that links qualities, roles, atti
tudes and behaviours of chainnen would provide a more com
prehensive picture of what constitutes a 'good' chairman. 

From the literature review, not much research is apparent 
regarding the qualities of chainnen. Available literature, 
mainly in the form of reports on corporate governance, focus 
primarily on the roles of chainnen. Accordingly, the findings 
of the present study could not be contrasted with findings em
anating from previous research. 

Results 
Results of the factor analysis 

In both the UK and the South African studies, four-factor 
solutions yielded the most meaningful results. The four 
factors, with contrasting poles in the UK study are sum
marised in Table 2. 

The four factors, with contrasting poles, in the South Afri
can study are summarised in Table 3. 

Contrasting the factors 

The UK 'directive' and South African 'authoritarian' poles 
are very similar, with the latter being somewhat more charis
matic. The UK 'visionary' and the South African 'em
powering' poles are also very similar, with the latter being 
more team-oriented. The UK and the South African 'pas
sionate' poles are similar, with the latter being somewhat 

Dirrctin 
Inspirational: empowering; unifying towards the horizo · t d· If. · · · 

n. rustc , sc -aware Forceful; clear-sighted; hierarchical; structured; dec1s1ve 
PassioHtt b d 

Ddat t 

Totall) absorbed in and identified with; proprietorial; driven; tenacious 
Wise; reserved; standing back; invisibl} influential: self-fulfilled 

Affiliatin 
Sbrrwd 

Straightforward; consistent; trusting; sensitive; strong pcrso aJ I h. · · 
n re at1ons 1ps Professional processes; masterful; calculating; role-playing 

~~ d 
FotUSSt 

Perceptive; questioning; long-term; (self-) reflective 
Results and issue-driven; tactical. impatient; finger on the pulse 
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Table 3 Contrasting poles of the South African factors 

Authoritarian 

Influences b~ force of personah~. 1s focused and uncompromising. belie\es that Influences through uust and inspiratlOll. has 8 broad\~. cOKhcs others. 
vision is equal to execullon and m logic and reason. is tough and charismatic uses his. her \iston 10 bond the 1Cam.. mu.es space for dnerst~. IS publicl~ 

suppon1\C ofhis..her subordmates 

Certbral 

Guarded and reserved: detached: unemotional: has a great deal of knowledge and Wann and dnven from the heart. creates UUS1 and openness. has mtunate 
experience. understands complex issues: creates vision: is an outsider kno"'lcdgc of the business. uses mtunton: is cntn:prencunal. "'ort.s from his. 

her \ IS IOl'I. IS tO!all~ ID\ oh ed 

Sagacious 

A father mother figure \\ho gi\es ad, ice: a coach abo\'e the acuon. sees the entire Dt~ 1mohed 1n dcc1S1on-mu.mg. acts as captain of the team. Illes 

board as bemg responsible for strateg~. has breadth of perspecu, e. secs self as respons1b1h~ for strat~. tnes O\Onership of the bus mess. o"' ns the soul of 

accountable for corporate go\'emance. tests vie\\s \\ ith the board. fa\ours the cornpan~. forms his.her o"'n \ JC\O and"' ms others O\er. gets e, e~ ~ 
consensus 1m oh ed 

Traditional 

Takes The West as his/her benchmark: beliC\es m expert opinion. sees himself 

herself and the CEO as complementary and creating um~: is personable 

more intuitive. The UK 'detached' and the South African 
'cerebral' poles evidence some similarity. with the latter 
displaying greater elements of knowledge. 

The remaining two factors, namely ·affiliative· and 'in
sightful' (UK) and 'sagacious' and 'traditional' (South Af
rica) appear not to display much similarity. 

Results of the cluster analysis 

In both the UK and the South African studies four-cluster 
solutions yielded the most consistent results. 

In the UK study, four archetype preferred profiles of chair
men were identified. 

The facilitator (32% of respondents) 

The facilitator works with and through a chief executive and 
evidences a 'hands-off' managerial style, coupled with open 
and warm personal relationships that extend to board 
members. Objectivity, experience, vision. sensitivit} and pur
poseful style are the hallmarks of this profile that captures the 
elements of being both an outsider and an insider. This 
chairman regards his/her role as one of facilitating unit} and 
commitment and avoids competition with his 'her chief 
executive. 

The thinker (25% of respondents) 

While the thinker is visionary. he/she is, at the same time, 
detached. While this chairman works through a chief exe
cutive, he/she subtly and discretely uses his 'her own power 
and private agendas. This chairman is challenging. profes
sional, intellectual and analytical, and is a skillful role-player 
who understands issues relating to business and people. In 
this scenario, the chief executive is the visible leader in the 
background, and major issues or decisions are likely to be 
those of the chairman. 

The driver (23% of respondents) 
The driver is both a directive and passionate leader. eviden
cing dominance in the board through force of personalit} 
This chairman is unquestionably the boss and any chief 

[calitaria• 

Tai.es Afnca as h15,her anchor. bclic\es each opm1on counts c:quall~. sees 

hunselfherself and the CEO as separate. 1s resened and 1nc1S1\e. deals"' 1th 
issues not people 

executive will occupy the number two position. His her 
emphasis is upon issues of implementation and there is less 
regard for analysis. issues of process or communication of 
vision. He she requires total loyalt} and commitment to him 
her and to the company and regards the two entities as one. 

The integrator (20% of respondents) 

The integrator is ,ision~. passionate. open. trusting. em
pathetic and empowering. and through intellectual rigour and 
developed communication and relationship skills. wins both 
hearts and minds. This chairman evidences a combination of 
strong strategic and analytical skills and is deeply immersed 
in the business. This chairman can be characterised as some
one who is strategically 'hands-on·. yet operationally 'hands
off'. and is ideally complemented by a chief executi,e who 
can focus upon issues relating to the short-term implement
ation of operational issues. 

The factor scores for each of the clusters is illustrated in 
Figure I. 

In the South African study. the four archet}·pe preferred 
profiles of Chairmen identified were: 

The statesman (38% of respondents) 

The statesman appears as a father-figure and coach who com
plements the chief executive by affording advice rather than 
being directly imol,ed in operational decisions. As a coach. 
he/she is a detached outsider who relies heavil) on expert 
opinion and works towards board commitment. yet is tolerant 

of dissent. 

The entrepreneur (29% of respondents) 

The entrepreneur is authoritarian. intuitive. tough. charis
matic and strongly advances his her own point of view. He 
she is passionate about and deep!) im olved in the operational 
issues of the business. e,idencing less emphasis on broader 
socio-political issues. This chairman is skilful at playing 
multiple roles as determined by the situation. is flexible and is 
prepared to cut comers to reach decisions even if this in
volves breaking the rules. 
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lnsigtcful 
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Figure I Bipolar factor scores by cluster - UK 

The driver (18% of respondents) 

The driver is personable, affable and, through good inter
personal skills, ensures the inclusion of all board members 
This chairman creates a long-term vision and, through trust, 
inspires commitment to and confidence in the vision. He/she 
evidences a tendency to become involved in operational 

I 
I I 

I 

Involved 

I I 

I I 
I 

I 
I 

PaMionate 

I 

I 
I 

I 

' 

I 

Authoritarian 

2.J ~ 

~·~ 

Empowering 

issues but exercises constraint in doing so, thereby comple
menting the role of the chief executive. 

The pioneer (15% of respondents) 
The pioneer is reserved and incisive who gets to the heart of 
issues and effectively deals with them, usually with strong 

I 
\ 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Cerebral 

I 
\ 

I 
\ 

I 
\ 

I I 

\ \ 

I I 
I I 

I 
I I 
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Traditional 

Sagacious 

-.,p,,oStatesmen 

-..-Drivers 

• • Entrepreneurs 
-Pioneers 

Figure 2 Biploar fact r scores by cluster - South Africa 
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adherence to rules. This chairman prefers to engage with 
groups rather than individuals, ensures the equitable treat
ment of all and is highly customer-oriented. He/she places 
emphasis on the broader socio-political issues, takes Africa 
(rather than Europe or the USA) as an anchor and believes 
that people should contribute to the business from the basis of 
their own cultures and perspectives. He/she views the roles of 
chairman/chief executive as separate yet overlapping and 
takes care not to compete with the chief executive. 

The factor scores for each of the clusters is illustrated in 
Figure 2. 

Contrasting the clusters 

The preferred profiles and their relationships are summarised 
in Tables 4 and 5. 

From Tables 4 and 5, it appears that, while there are some 
similarities in the archetypes of 'good' chairmen in the UK 
and in South Africa, the dissimilarities, in terms of the combi
nation of the factors, is more evident. 

Discussion 
Evaluation of UK and South African chairmen against 
the Cadbury and King recommendations 

While there have been many studies and reports that identify 
the roles that chairmen should perform for the sake of good 
governance, the present study is focused upon perceptions of 
what qualities a 'good' chairmen should possess. 

In the UK, the facilitator is rated as the most favoured type 
of chairman. In the UK, the globalisation of business, with its 
emphasis on technology, requires a visionary, rather than di
rective leadership style that is 'inspirational, empowering and 
big-picture, rather than decision oriented, pragmatic and hier-

Table 4 Preferred UK profiles and their relationships 

Preferred profile 

Poles of four axes in order of 
strength 

The facilitator 
(32%) 

Detached 

Affiliative 

Visionary 

Focussed 

The thinker 
(25%) 

Shrewd 

Visionary 

Insightful 

Detached 
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archical' (Knight & Bell, 1997: 20). In this respect, the facili
tator, as the most preferred archetype, also displays the most 
appropriate qualities for current and future corporate govern
ance in the UK. 

While the thinker, the next most favoured type of chair
man, adequately enacts the role of separating the duties of the 
chairman and the chief executive as recommended by the 
Cadbury Report, he/she wields considerable power subtly in 
the background. This quality is questionable in terms of the 
requirements of good governance. 

The authoritative and hands-on approach of the driver, the 
third most favoured chairman, 'is proprietorial and unques
tionably the Boss' (Knight & Bell, 1997: 13). As de facto 
chief executive, the qualities of this chairman archetype fly in 
the face of the recommendations of the Cadbury Report. 

The integrator, the least preferred chairman, is both vision
ary and passionate. He/she is 'very hands on strategically and 
hands off operationally', with a style that 'is open, trusting, 
emphatic and empowering' (Knight & Bell, 1977: 14). These 
qualities fully support the enactment of the roles recom
mended by the Cadbury Report but the strategic involvement 
of this chairman archetype could interfere with the separation 
of the duties of chairman and chief executive. 

In sharp contrast to the UK environment, South African 
chairmen need to be cognisant of the transformation required 
to implement the inclusiveness required by the new labour 
legislation (Republic of South Africa, 1997; 1998). 

In South Africa, the statesman is rated as the most fa
voured type of chairman. While the statesman does not inter
fere in day-to-day operational issues and works towards 
board commitment, this chairman does not evidence the inte
grative qualities required to ensure that all board members 

The driver The intrgr1tor 
(23%) (20%) 

Directive Insightful 

Passionate Visionary 

Focussed Passionate 

Affiliative Affiliative 

Ltadership positioning Chief executive in 

limelight; chairman 

largely invisible 

Chief executive Chairman in full leadership Chairman and 

Chairman and chief executive 

relationship 

Board style 

Source Knight & Bell ( 1997 18) 

warm. open 

trusting, supportive. 

Chairman a father 

figure; 

shared values 

Inclusive. good 

atmosphere. 

participative. adding 

value: supportive to 

executives 

leading; Chairman position; Chief 

in the shadows closely executive (if there is one) 

watching or pulling the stringsa number two 

Slightly formal, 

professional: 

Charismatic; 

hienirchical; 

mutual respect; leader-follower; 

watchful, likely to be comple-replication of 

mentary; 

Process-driven; 

challenging, 

maybe contrived, 

not always 

comfortable 

sty le and values 

Dominated by 

chairman's 

personality and 

style 

chief executive 

a double act 

Partners; close 

informal 

strongly 

complememtary;able to 

work together through issues 

Chairman and 

chief executive 

combining to 

draw om and 

draw in others as appropriate 
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